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Our fund benchmark, the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed
Net Rental Index, recorded a net total USD return of -0.17%
in February. The best performing listed real estate market was
Canada, which recorded a total USD return of 3.67% for the
month. Australia recorded the lowest total monthly USD return
of -2.03%.
In a climate of anticipated global economic slowdown, we
thought it pertinent to briefly touch on some of the growth
drivers of global listed real estate over the medium term.
To start with, many global real estate sectors remain underrented, which means that the current rent being charged is
below market rent levels. Upon lease expiry, the landlord can
mark the rent to market resulting in a positive rent reversion and
upwards rent growth. An under-rented situation arises when
market rent levels grow more than in-place lease escalations
over the term of the lease, where escalations generally grow
in-line with inflation. Many leases that were signed coming out
of the global financial crisis were struck at relatively low market
rental levels and are only coming up for renewal now. This
should result in positive reversions on renewal.
This is the case even in real estate sectors currently facing
headwinds that are negatively affecting market rents today,
such as in the retail sector where market rents are being
negatively impacted by e-commerce and changing consumer
habits. Retail landlords, such as Simon Property Group (SPG)
and Federal Realty (FRT), recently reported 12-month trailing
cash releasing spreads of 14% and 12% respectively. It becomes
evident that while landlords cannot immediately capture large
market rent increases, the long-term nature of leases allows
them to enjoy rental growth during periods of slowing market
rents and even towards the end of economic cycles.
Another growth driver is management’s ability to create value
by appropriately allocating capital to accretive external growth
opportunities (acquisitions or development) and harvesting
capital through asset disposals. To achieve maximum value
creation, a landlord should endeavour to sell assets at the
highest value/lowest yield and acquire or develop assets at the
lowest cost/highest yield.

In a period of low cap rates and high asset values, acquiring
assets may be a costly exercise when compared to
development, where yields are generally higher and should
ideally provide an adequate spread over funding costs to
compensate for the increased risk of development. Landlords
that sell ex-growth assets at low cap rates and recycle these
proceeds into higher yielding, accretive development create
growth and value for shareholders. It is important to bear in
mind that not all management teams are capable of pulling
off development successfully and numerous development
risks exist, including cost overruns and lease-up risk, which are
crucial considerations in determining the value add.
Link REIT (823 HK), a Hong Kong retail and office landlord,
has a track record of excellent capital allocation whereby
the company sells assets where maximum value has been
unlocked and recycles the proceeds into extremely high
yielding asset enhancement programs. Link’s latest portfolio
disposal achieved a premium to latest book value of 32% and
an implied yield of 2.7%, while their most recent enhancement
program yielded between 13% and 25%.
The ability to lock-in long term debt during periods of low
interest rates compounds the abovementioned growth
drivers due to the effect of financial leverage. Most global
management teams have taken advantage of the low interest
rate environment to fix out interest costs in anticipation of rising
rates. Unibail-Rodamco Westfield (URW NA), a global retail
and office landlord, issued 8- and 15-year Euro bonds during
the month with fixed coupons of 1% and 1.75% respectively.
Although some real estate sectors are still growing, the above
factors are a few to illustrate how listed real estate companies
can increase their earnings even during periods of slowing or
moderating growth.
Real estate fundamentals overall remain healthy, mainly due
to manageable supply levels relative to demand. Taking the
estimated forward FAD (Funds Available for Distribution) yield
of 4.79%, and medium-term growth prospects into account,
listed real estate currently looks fairly valued on a risk-adjusted
basis.
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Country

Market Cap USD 10 Year Govt Bond Yield
Million

US
Canada

Current Dividend
Historical Yield

Debt %
Local Currency

841 959

2.76%

3.70%

29.27%

47 459

1.94%

4.11%

40.09%

889 419

2.72%

3.72%

29.82%

78 590

1.30%

3.84%

28.37%

Continental Europe

233 832

0.41%

4.14%

33.26%

Total Europe

312 422

0.67%

4.05%

36.13%

Japan

136 304

0.00%

2.77%

36.83%

Australia

44 361

2.19%

4.95%

30.05%

Hong Kong

82 624

1.42%

3.12%

15.03%

Singapore

37 434

2.27%

4.75%

36.13%

Total Asia

300 723

0.92%

3.45%

31.44%

1 502 563

2.03%

3.73%

31.28%

Total North America
UK

Total

Region

FEBRUARY 2019
Return %
(USD)

FEBRUARY 2019
Return %
(Rand)

YTD
Return %
(USD)

YTD
Return %
(Rand)

-0.17%

5.50%

10.62%

8.16%

0.61%

6.31%

12.36%

9.87%

Europe

-2.00%

3.56%

8.84%

6.42%

Asia ex Australia

-0.43%

5.22%

7.23%

4.85%

-2.03%

3.53%

5.54%

3.20%

-10.76%

-5.70%

5.30%

2.96%

Global Investors Index (NTR)
North America

Australia
SA Listed Property Index

INFORMATION SOURCE AND METHODOLOGY						
						
Data:		Bloomberg unless stated otherwise					
Calculations:

Catalyst Fund Managers					

Clean Price:

Adjusts the closing price for distribution accrued since last distribution date

Rolled yield:

Time weighted current 12 month historic distribution divided by the clean price

Debt %:		

These are loan to value numbers.					

Date:		

All data taken on 1 March 2019					

Universe:		

Companies included are only those companies that form part of the Catalyst core universe		
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Catalyst Fund Managers (Pty) Ltd
4th Floor Protea Place, Protea Road,
Claremont, 7708 Cape Town, South Africa
PO Box 44845, Claremont 7735 Cape Town, South Africa

Tel: +27 21 657 5500
Fax: +27 21 683 7579
www.catalyst.co.za

An Authorised Financial Services Provider
Catalyst Fund Managers SA (Pty) Ltd (FSP: 36009)
Catalyst Fund Managers Global (FSP: 45418)

The information contained in this document is confidential, privileged and only for the information of the intended recipient
and may not be used, published or redistributed without the prior written consent of Catalyst Fund Managers. The opinions
expressed are in good faith and while every care has been taken in preparing this document, Catalyst Fund Managers makes no
representations and gives no warranties of whatever nature in respect of this document, including but not limited to the accuracy
or completeness of any information, facts and/or opinions contained therein. Catalyst, its subsidiaries, the directors, employees
and agents cannot be held liable for the use of and reliance of the opinions, estimates, forecasts and findings in this document.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results, prices of investments and the income from them may fall as well as
rise. Investments in equities are subject to market risk and, potentially, to exchange rate risk.
This document is for information only and does not constitute advice or solicitation for funds.

